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A long-path, low-pressure laboratory spectrum of carbon dioxide is
presented for the spectral region 1830 to 2010 cm"I. The data were recorded
at 0.01 cm"I resolution and room temperature with the Fourier transform
spectrometer in the McMath solar telescope complex at Kitt Peak National
Observatory. A list of positions and assignments is given for the 1038 lines
observed in this region. A total of 39 bands and subbands of 12C1602,
13C1602, 12C160180, 12C160170, and 13C160180were observed.
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I. Introduction
This work reports the first phase of a project to obtain C()2assignments,
high precision line positions and absolute intensities in spectral regions of
current interest for atmospheric remote sensing studies. The spectra analyzed
to date cover the NO channel bandpass of the Halogen Occultation Experiment
(HALOE) [Russell et al., 1977]. This same spectral region near 5 pm has been
selected for NO retrievals from high-resolution spectra obtained during the
Balloon Intercomparison of Stratospheric Remote Sensors planned through NASA's
Upper Atmospheric Research Program. Numerous CO2 lines have also been
identified in this region in long-path, high-resolution solar absorption
spectra obtained with ground-based and balloon-borne interferometers [Goldman
t
and Blatherwick 1980; Goldman et al., 1982], and it is therefore important to
have availaLle accurate line parameters for these weak C02 bands for atmospheric
transmittance calculations, such as the evaluation of interfering absorption
by C02 near NO lines for stratospheric paths.
The 1830-2010 cm-I region of a low-pressure_ long-path absorption
spectrum of carbon dioxide is presented in an atlas format. Line positions
and quantum assignments have been derived from the analysis of this spectrum
and five additional spectra recorded with lower C02 abundance. More than 96
percent of 1038 spectral Features marked have been identified as C02
transitions or residual atmospheric H20 lines. The spectral data were
I
obtained at room temperature and high signal-to-noise with the O.01-cm"
resolution Fourier transform spectrometer in the McMath solar telescope
complex at Kitt Peak National Ohservatory. An expanded discussion of the
results (}fthis study, supplemented with absolute interlsitiesderived from a





' The b PlI! spectrum of CO2 is characterized by ahsorption lines of weak
perpendicular (A£ = ± I) bands. These bands have intense Q branches and are
:_ affected by a strong J-dependent Coriolis perturbati,f_,which enhances the
- intensities of P-branch lines and reduces the intensities of R-branch lines.
For II+ _ bands, this perturbation introduces a (I + _ i_n)2 multiplying
- factor into the expression for the rotational dependence of the intensity for
__ individual P and R branch lines [Plyler et al., 1962]. The line
intensities in the Q branch of II+ _ bands are not affected by this "_
Coriolis perturbation. General expressions for the Coriolis intensity
perturbation factors for all perpendicular C02 bands have been given by Toth
[1974].
The authors wish to thank James W. Brault, Rob Hubbard, and Greg Ladd of
Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) for their assistance in obtaining the
data. Mike Brown of KPNO provided us with thc N20 line positions used to
calibrate the spectra, Richard Poppen of Tymshare developed the line position
finding algorithm used in the analysis. We thank Linda R. Brown for useful
discussions concerning the analysis of Kitt Peak laboratory spectra.. KittF
Peak National Observatory is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with NSF.
i-c"
!_ II. Description of t_e Atlas
:= The spectral data displayed in the atlas were obtained at 25.3°C with a
i_-I'
pressure of 9,_57 Tort of CO2 in a 6-m base path White cell with a total path
of 384 m. The gas sample was 99.995 percent minimum purity carbon dioxide
purchased from the Matheson Corporation, and during the one hour observing
period the pressure and temperature were monitored continuously with a
l)atametricsme,de] 1174 gauqe with a O-IO Torr head and a thermistor probe. No





measured pressure and temperature values are estimated to be accurate to - 0.2
percent and 0,2 K, respectively. For each scan a total of eight two-sided
interferograms have been coadded to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The
unapodized spectral data have been convolved with an instrument function
corresponding to an apodization of [1-(X/Xmax)2]2, where x is the path
difference and Xmax is the maximum path difference (49.055 cm). The
experimental conditions for the six spectra analyzed in this study are
summarized in Table I.
Figure I is a compressed plot of the data shown in the atlas. The upper
envelope of the spectrum is relatively flat for wavenumbers above 1870 cm-z"
but at lower wavenumbers, there is a rapid decrease in signal with decreasing
wavenumber. This effect results primarily from the decreased sensitivity of
the InSb detector in this spectral region. The signal-to-RMS noise ratio
ranges from - 2000 at 1850 cm-I to - 4000 for data above 1900 cm"I, The
filter used to isolate the observed spectral region caused two weak channel
spectra with amplitudes of - 0.1 percent transmittance and periods of 0.29 and
0.59 cm"I in all scans.
Although the 12 meters of path within the interferometer were evacuated,
the external path between the exit port of the White cell and the FTS (about
10 meters) had to be purged with dry nitrogen to reduce atmospheric
absorption. This external path gave rise to broad absorption lines of H20 in
the spectra. As can be seen in the atlas, the broad H20 absorption profile is
superimposed on a narrow component, which indicates that additional absorption
by H20 molecules occurred at low pressure within the FTS and the White cell.
For some of the weaker H20 lines, only the narrow component can be detected in
the spectra. The water vapor lines were identified using the line lists of
Flaud, Camy-Peyret, and Toth [1981] and Guelachvili [1983]. No other





Fig. i - Compressedplot of the atlas spectrum.
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The observed spectrum is presented in a format similar to that used by
Goldman et al. [1982] and Blatherwick et al. [1982] to display atmospheric
spectra. In this atlas, each frame shows a 2-cm"I interval of the observed
spectrum and the opposite page contains the observed and calculated line
positions and the molecular identifications. Each frame also contains a
O.2-cm"I overlap of spectral data at the high and low wavenumber ends.
Because of the change in the amplitude of the signal with wavenumber, the
amplitudes have been normalized to a different value for each frame. The zero
signal level is marked at the lower left. The locations of the observed
spectral lines are indicated below the features by vertical tick marks, which
are repeated and numbered consecutively at the top of each frame.
Each observed line position is the weighted average of measurements
obtained from one to six spectra including the spectrum shown in atlas format
in this report. The individual position measurements were made interactively
with the HALOE HP-IO00 dedicated mini-computer system. For each measurement,
the appropriate section of spectrum is displayed on a graphics terminal and
the user specifies an intensity level below which the spectral data are used
to determine the line center. The spectrum in this interval is interpolated
with a sinc function to a point spacing of 0.001 cm"I- , and the position of
the intensity minimum of the spectral line is then found from parabolic
interpolation of the minimum iJltensityinterpolated point and single adjacent
points on the high and low wavenumber sides. Additional measurements of the
line center are determined by taking the midpoint between the interpolated
sides of the spectral line at the user specified intensity level and at 14
evenly spaced intensity levels between this level and the minimum int_F,sity.
The total of 16 positional determinations are then averaged and the standard
d_viatior_is calculated. A line is least-squares fit to the intensities and
.............. ,_.......... T It IIIII II t J I I '_
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/p()_iti{)ns()fthe 16 poi_its,and the recipr()calof the slope (}fthis line is
used as a measure of the symmetry and intensity of the spectral line. Ihe
reciprocal of the product of the square root of this quantity and the standard
deviation of the line center determinations has been used as a weight in the
positio_)determination, The observed line positions listed in the atlas are
tileweighted average of the determinations from all spectra. The sum of the
individual weights has been assigned to this position and used in the
least-squares fitting for the molecular constants (section Ill).
The absolute calibration of the wavenumber scale is based on N20 line
positions for the R3 to R27 lines of the 0002-0000 band. These positions were
derived from spectra recorded with the Kitt Peak interferometer and calibrated
with the frequency of the 3.39-ijmP(7) transition of CHw [Evenson et al.,
1973]. Secondary C02 standards were established near 2050 cm"I from a
broadband spectrum of C02 and N20. These secondary standards have been used
to calibrate each of the C02 spectra used in this study. We compared the
consistency of C02 positions near 4 um with the recent high precision
measurements of Pine and Guelachvili [1980] and Gue|achvili [1980]. The
wavenumbers reported in this atlas may be transferred to a scale consistent
with the measurements in these papers by multiplying by 1.0000002. This
difference (- 0.0004 cm"l at 1900 cm"I) is under study. For isolated lines,
the self-consistency of the l_.asuredpositions from the six Kitt Peak spectra
is typically ± 0.00002 cm"I for the strongest lines and -+0.001 cm"I for most
we(_klines, l_(_se(lon the few ava.ilablet_easurements[Freed and Javan, 1970;
Areas et ai.o 198()I, we estimate that pressure-induced lineshifts in these
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The CO2 identifications are presented in the same format as appear on
the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory line compilation [Rothman 1981; Rothman
and Young 1981]. The energy levels are describe by (vlv2_v3r), where the
ranking index, r, is unity for the highest energy vibrational level of a
Fermi resonating group. The ranking index can assume values of i, 2, . . ,
(vl+l). The other quantum numbers have their standard meaning: vl, v2, and
v3 are the quantum numbers for the three CO2 vibrational modes, and _ is the
vibrational angular momentum about the internuclear axis. The vibrational
quantum numbers are given for the upper and lower levels and are followed by
the rotational assignment and a three digit isotope code (626 = 12C1602; 636 =
13C1602; 628 = 12C160180; etc.) In those cases in which there are multiple
identifications, the assignments are given in order of their relative
contribution to the observed feature in the spectrum displayed in the atlas.
Features identified as residual lines of water vapor are indicated as "H20".
Identifications that are uncertain are marked with question marks, while
features that seem to be too strong or too broad to be due to only the
assigned transition are indicated with a question mark on an additional line
in the identification column. An effort has been made to avoid marking
features which are sidelobes of the interferometric line shape rather than
real lines. Lines which are believed to be real but are blended with a
sidelobe of an adjacent stronger line are marked with "sidelobe" in addition
to the identification, to denote this blending and the reduced accuracy of the
measured line center for the transition.
An effort has been made to mark all observable features with line center
depths greater than about 0.2 percent of the background intensity. Because of
the high signal-to-noise ratio of the data, many additional weaker lines are
L
detectable in the spectra but have not been included in our analysis. For the
O0000001-TSAIO
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atlas (highest C02 abundance) spectrum, the weakest C02 lines marked have an
intensity at room temperature of - 0.5 X 10-26 cm/molecule.
Ill. Assignments and Calculation of Line Positions
The carbon dioxide assignments were made on the basis of comparisons:
between the observed line positions and intensities and values calculated with
the parameters from the 1980 Air Force Geophysics Laboratory compilation
[Rothman 1981; Rothman and Young 1981], supplemented with the molecular
constants calculated by Chedin [1979]. For most bands, these molecular
i
constants produced predicted line positions for low-J lines within 0.1 cm" of
the measured positions, and it was possible tc readily assign the proper
sequence of lines by comparisons between the observed and calculated
positions. The assignments were checked by examining the relative intensities
of the lines and by comparison of the measured combination differences with
well-determined values [cf., Bailly et al. 1981]. Positions for a band or
)
subband were least-squares fit to a polynomial in _, where _ = J"+l for the R
branch and m = -J" for the P branch, or to a polynomial in J"(J"+1) for Q
branch lines. All unblended lines were used in the weighted least-squares ,i
fit. The positions of lines outside the range of measurements were calculated
_- with the polynomial coefficients. These calculated positions were used to
i identify additional lines which resulted in improvement in the determination
of the polynomial coefficients. This process was repeated until no additional
lines were detected in the spectra. The calculated positions presented in the
atlas were obtained from these polynomial coefficients.
Table II lists 23 bands and subbands of 12C1602 identified in the
spectra, approximate positions for the band centers, and the range of
unblended rotational transitions observed in this study. Isotopic bands and
subbands are tabulated in the same format in Table Ill. A number of the bands




atlas. For these cases, the rotational transitions which mark the limits of
--" v
the coverage are enclosed in parentheses. "NC" denotes that the entire branch
occurs beyond the region in the atlas. The positions of these lines will be
__i reported in subsequent installments of the atlas. For bands near the limit of
i
-:i detection, the rotational coverage is incomplete. Because of the strong
Coriolis perturbation of the line intensities, a number of R-branch lines of
_"_ intermediate J-values are also absent for the weaker bands. "ND" denotes that
all lines of the branch are very weak and were not observed in the highest
_i abundance Kitt Peak spectrum; a dash indicates the transition is forbidden.
Our study shows five bands in the laboratory spectra which need to ber
added to the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory atmospheric line parameter:
compilation. The P56-P66 lines of the (21102)+(10002) band of 12C1602 and the
P54-P61 lines of (12201)+(01101) band of 13C1602 were identified near the high
_ ! wavenumber limit of the atlas; lower-J lines are prominent absorption features
in the 2030-2070 cm-I region of the Kitt Peak laboratory spectra. Several
=I
_ weak lines near 2000 cm" have also been assigned to the 13C1602
(21102)+(10002) band. A total of 27 unblended lines of the P and Q
_, branches of the (11102)+(00001) band of 12C160170 have been identified in the
_ data; however, the R branch is weak and no lines were observed. A series of
_ weak lines have been assigned as P-branch transitions of the (11101)+(00001)
._: hand of 13C160180. This identification has been verified by examining Kitt
Peak laboratory spectra of a 13C- and i80-enriched sample of carbon dioxide.
The nhserved positions and intensities will be forwarded to the Air Force
Geophysics Lahorat(,ryfor inclusion in future compilations.
::: BecaiJsethe fittin!1procedure used in this preliminary analysis uf the
J spectra does not result in the lli()staccurate determination of the molecular
_ c()nstants possible from the data, the vallJes are not Hresented in this rei,_rt
O0000001-TSAI 2
II
but may be obtained from the authors, Molecular constants derived frnm a
fitting procedure that includes simultaneously all unhlende.dtransitions
involving several connected vibrational levels will I)epres(.mtedin subsequent
installments of the CO2 atlas, when additional regions of the Kitt Peak data
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Table II
12C1602 Bands and Suhbands Observed in the Region 1830-2010 cm-I
Transition Band Center Range of Measurements
Upper Lower (cm-1) P branch R branch Q branch
21103c 02201c 1846 ND R20 - R38 -
21103d 02201d 1846 ND R21 - R35 -
20003 01101c 1880.99 P 3 - P65 Rll - R67 -
20003 01101d 1880.99 - - Q26 - Q52
21103c 10002 1896.06 P 6 - P56 R20 - R46 -
21103d 10002 1896.06 - - Q12 - Q34
13302c 02201c 1905.49 P18 - F46 R26 - R34 -
13302d 02201d 1905.49 P13 - P45 R 3 - R45 -
13302d 02201c 1905.50 - - Q12 - Q46
13302c 02201d 1905.49 - - Qli - Q45
12202c 01101c 1917.64 P 3 - P69 R 7 - R65 -
12202d 01101d 1917.64 P 4 - P68 R 2 - R66 -
12202d 01101c 1917.64 - - Q21 - Q55
12202c 01101d 1917.64 - - Q14 - QSO
11102c 00001 1932.47 P 2 - P82 R 8 - R80 -
11102d 00001 1932.47 - - Q 6 - Q74
21102c 10001 1951.17 P 4 - P50 R 6 - RIO -
21102d 10001 1951,17 - - Q 6 - Q48
20002 01101c 2003.76 P 3 - P55 R 3 - (R7) -
20002 01101d 2003.76 - - Q 2 - Q40
21102c 02201c 2005 P12 - P30 NC -
21102d 02201d 2005 Pll - P33 NC -
21102c 10002 2054 (P56)- Pb6 NC -
No_(_s: NC - branch not in spectra] interval.






[able III Oh POOR QL'IILI'rY
13('16{}2, 12C16()180, 12C16{)170, and 13C160180 IMnds and Subbands
Observed in the Region 1830 - 2010 cm-l
Transition Isotope Band C@nter Range of Measurements
Upper I Lower Code (cm-_) P branch R branch Q branch
!
12202c 01101c 636 1883 P21 - P31 ND -
12202d 01101d 636 1883 P24 - P34 ND -
11102c 00001 636 1896.54 P 4 - P60 R 4 R56 -
11102d 00001 636 1896.54 - - Q 8 - Q42
11102c 00001 628 1901.74 P 4 - P59 R26 - R39 -
11102d 00001 628 1901.74 - - Qll - Q47
11102c 00001 627 1916.67 P15 - P42 ND -
11102d 00001 627 1916.67 - - QIO - Q24
20002 01101c 636 1996.59 P 7 - P47 NC -
20002 01101d 636 1996,58 - - Q 6 - Q34
11101c 00001 638 2005 P15 - P29 ND -
21102c 10002 636 2024 (P18) - P34 NC -
11101c 00001 636 2037 (P36) - P74 NC -
11101c 00001 628 2049 (P56) - P63 NC -
12201c 01101c 636 2052 (P57) - P61 NC -
12201d 01101d 636 2052 (P54) - P60 NC -
Notes: NC - branch not in spectral interval.






Line Positions and Identifications (1830-1832 cm-I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
I 1830,I_203 H20
2 1831.49135 '?
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Line Positions and Identifications (1832-1834 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITIOH POSITION IDENTIFICATIOH
1 _832,26709 H20
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Line Positions and Identifications (1834-1836 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 |834,14747 H20
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Line Positions and Identificat'ions (1836-1838 cm-1)
OBSERVEO CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICRTION
1 1836,09325 1836,09301 20003-01101 626 P59
2 1837,18078 H_O
3 ;837.35998 H20
4 1837,60191 1937,60270 20003-01101 626 P57
5 1837,79000 ?
O0000001-TSBIO
I I I I I
±
I
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TABLE A5
Line Positions and Identifications (1838-1840 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
_. I 1838.46802 H20
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Line Positions and Identifications (1842-1844 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1842,1,0974 H20
1842,12172 20003-01101 626 F51
2 184;:, 16565 H20
3 1842,BS049 H20
4 1843,39431 H20
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TABLE A8
Line Positions and Identifications (1844-1846 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITIOH POSITIOH IDEHTIFICATIOH
1 1844,17986 H20
2 1844.39852 H20
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TABLEA9
Line Positions and Identifications (1846-1848 cm"I)
OBSERVED CQLCULQTED
LINE HO POSITION POSITIOH IDENTIFICQTIOH
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LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1848,13702 1848.13717 20003-01101 626 P43
2 1848,81286 H20
3 1849,33612 H20
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;. TABLEAI2
-;i Line Positionsand Identifications(1852-1854cm"I)
--,; OBSERVE{) CALCULATED
-'_ LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATIOH
::,! I ;852,19536 1852,19397 11102-0000l 636 P60
_-. 2 lB52,40492 H20
-_;_ 3 ;852,65304 1852,65303 20003-01101 626 P37
'_ 4 1853,59925 1853,59953 t1102-0000; 636 P58
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l.in(: Po_l tlon.,; and Id(_,ntl fIcilt.ion._ (l_Sfl-.l_!_i t:))i"I )
OIEI,_3EF_VED C)'1Lt:',l,JI. )_'rI_I;_
LINE NO Pl; _i:II r I ON P(.)S I T I ON I Pl_,'HT I F' I C)'_T I );)H
I 1854 n3'-_" I I_54 O_ 13!_ '_ - ", _,,._.,-_,. , 211 0. ,.I ()007 _,,::)> F'56
2 185,), 1213:._ H;::O
It",ELODE
:3 1054, 16067 18.5 ,) ,160 '?4 ;2000 :.._'*'011 01 _!,',-."_,;,..... P .,._",,
4 1054,69229 '?
5 1855,01 03:._ 1855,0091 0 111 02,-,111'.))',)01_S_P', f:'B6
6 11_55 473?5 185_,47299 211 "", U..,- 1C)0")"_ .....' '
? 11_55,67015 11_55,67011 _20C))..._-t. 11UI C,'' ""'_ . _.'., P33
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TABLE A14
Line Positions and Identifications (]856-1858 cm"1)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
I 1856 25952 H20
2 1856 42225 1856,42283 11102-00001 636 P54
3 1856 91797 1856.91881 21103-10002 626 P52
4 1857 18144 1857. 18141 20005-01101 626 P31
5 1857 57643 1857.57646 12202-01101 636" P34
6 1857 62341 H20
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TABLE AI5
Line Positions and Identifications (1858-1860 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POBITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1858,27222 H20




5 1858.69477 1858.69487 20003-01101 626 P29
6 1859. 03874 1859,02355 12202-011 01 636 P32
1859,04371 12202-01101 636 P33
? 1859,26273 1859,26332 11102-00001 636 P50
0 1859,30469 1059,38421 11102-00001 628 P59
9 1859.44089 ?
10 1859.?0319 H20
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46 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE AI6
Line Positions and Identifications (1860-1862 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATE[)
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1860 2106;3 1860,21070 20003-01101 626 P27
2 1860 41050 1860,41053 12202-01101 636 P31
3 1860 48574 1860,47999 12202-01101 636 P30
4 1860 69099 1860,69035 I1102-00001 63,6 P48
5 1660 79113 1860,78999 11102-00001 628 PS?
6 1860 91590 H20
? 1861 28214 1861,28173 21103-10002 626 P46
8 1861 ,55152 H20
9 I861,72915 1861 ,72912 20003-01101 626 P25
10 1861 ,79152 1861 ,79011 12202-01101 636 P29
11 1861 ,90487 H20
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48 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITYTABLE A17
Line Positions and Identifications (1862-1864 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE HO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1862 12157 1862,12204, 11102-00001 634, P46
2 1862 19547 H20
3 1062 46055 1862,46801 21103-02201 626 R20
4 1862 74454 1862,74464 21103-10002 626 P44
5 1862 783 03 H20
6 1862 90005 1862,90120 11102-00001 628 P54
7 1862 95618 H20
8 1863 18310 1863,18246 12202-01101 636 P27
9 1863 25034 1863,25033 20003-01101 626 P23
10 1863 42536 1863.42096 12202-01101 636 P26
ll 1863 55836 1863,55859 11102-00001 636 P44
12 1863 60511 1863,60567 11102-00001 628 P53
13 1863 89104 1863,89602 21103-02201 626 R21
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line Position_ and Itlontifit:ati()ns (ltq64-1H66 cm"1)
OBSERVED CRLCULATED
LINE HO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFIChTION
1 1864,05509 H20
2 1864, 17'131 H20
3 1864,21190 1864,21191 21103-10002 626 P42
4 1864,32852 HT:0
1864,31054 11102-00001 628 P52
5 1864,58674 1864 58759 12202-01101 6:36 P25
6 1064,?7447 1064 7?440 20003-01101 626 P21
? 1864,90428 16164 9054? 12202-01101 636 P24
8 1865,00055 1865 00002 11102-00001 6..'36 P42
1865 01581 11102-00001 628 P51
9 1865,48037 1865 47920 21103-02201 626 R24
10 1865,52253 1865 52180 21103-02201 626 R23
11 1865,6_48 1865 6_356 21103-10002 626 P40
12 1865,72088 1865 ?P.150 11102-00001 628 PSO
bl
b'i_AMl,:Al:t ORIGINAL PA_E 18
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52 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A19
LitlePositions and Identifications (1866-1868 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LIHE HO POSITION PO$ITIOH IDEHTIF I.CAT IOH
1 1866,00719 1066,00540 12202-01101 636 P23
2 1866,090?6 H20?
3 1866,30272 1866,30176 20003-01101 626 P19
H20
4 3866,38094 H20
5 1666,442F9 1866,44649 11102-00001 6.36 P40
1866,42762 11102-00001 628 P49
6 1666,83806 ?
7 1666,97055 1866,97_48 21103-02201 626 R26
El 1867,15911 1867,15961 21103-10002 626 P38
1867. 13419 11102-00001 628 P48
1667,151 08 21103-02201 626 R25
9 1867,38752 1867,39218 12202-01101 626 P68
10 1867,43298 1867,43615 12202-01101 6"36 P21
11 1867,85235 H20
1867.83229 20003-01101 _,26 P17
1867.89807 11102-00001 636 P38




F_[3_ _9 ORIGINAL PAGE 18
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LIHE NO POSITXOH POBI TII3H iL>Ef-_I"IF I_,;_T 1oJH
1 18r_.f3,0,53_3O H',.T;_3
:- 2 1868,45680 1868,45640 211o)_'--02201e;,;i_,R;]R
3 IfB60,154f-'J'i'_7I061_,5,.186'_/11 l_:o;:!,-Oo]t)djl _4,,.:_;_ F',t_
4 186_J,641 :.";I 186B, 6,,1010 2110,_.-I0001-!E,;;',G P,".,_r3
5 1868,7267,5 H;_O
6 1868,?8915 18618,79195_, I;.21_0;_,-011 01 _,',?6 F'66
1868,78385 2110,3,_02201 62b R2'?
? 1869,34526 H20
1869 36621 20003-01101 _,'26 P15
1869 25_6_, 1 111311'_-00001_,:.,2_F'45
1869 35,4.86 11102-00001 636 P36
1869 4'3827 13302-02201 626 P49
8 1869,8563F, t 1869 85_05 I_202-01101 626 P69
9 1869,9_456 1869 9_46._ 211t_..'3o.0;_201 626 R30
I0 1969,9647_ 1869 96511 1110',ff-000016,',.28P44
O0000001-TSD14
II
WAVt NIMBI t,_ It M 1 1
00000001-TSE01
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
56 OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A21
Line Positions and Identifications (1870-1872 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1870,12531 1870,12504 21103-10002 626 P34
1870,12710 13302-02201 626 P48
2 1870,20855 1870,20790 12202-01101 626 P64
3 18?0,32986 ?
4 1870,41959 1870,42012 21103-02201 626 R29
5 1870,67529 1870,67407 11102-00001 628 P43
6 1870,80527 H20
1870 81696 11102-00001 636 P_4
1870 81902 13302-02201 626 P47
7 18?0 90304 1870 90362 20003-01101 626 P13
8 18?1 07671 1871 07648 12202-01101 626 P67
9 1871 3835? 1871 38353 II102-00001 628 P42
10 1871 51153 1871 51170 13302-02201 626 P46
11 1871 57937 1871 58068 11102-00001 626 P82
12 1871 61574 1871 61445 21103-10002 626 P32
1871 62037 12202-01101 626 P62
00000001-TSE02
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58 ORIGINAL PAG_ £5
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A22
Line Positions and Identifications (1872-1874 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1872 05953 1872 05989 21103-02201 626 R31
2 1872 09349 1872 09352 11102-00001 628 P41
3 1872 20707 1872 20713 13302-02201 626 P45
4 1872 28450 1872 28443 11102-00001 636 P32
5 1872 44459 1872 44462 20003-01101 626 PII
6 1872 8046,.'3 1872 80404 11102-00001 628 P40
7 1872 87286 1872,87248 21103-82201 (_,26 R34
8 1872 90450 1872 90367 13302-02201 626 P44
9 1873 03515 1873 03615 12202-01101 626 P60
1873 01435 11102-00001 626 P80
10 1873,10887 1873 10833 21103-10002 626 P30
11 1873.51508 1873 51510 11102-00001 628 P39
12 1873,54085 1873 53964 12202-01101 626 P63
13 1873,60313 18?3 60266 13302-02201 626 P43
14 1873,?0519 1873 70315 21103-02201 626 R33
SIDELOBE
15 1873,75738 1873,75736 11102-00001 636 P30
16 1873,98932 1873,98928 20003-011 O1 626 P9
00000001-TSE04
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P60 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A23
Line Positions and Identifications (1874-1876 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1874,22640 1874,2267'I 11102-00001 628 P3e
2 1874,30444 1874,30309 13302-02201 6;P.6 F'42
3 1874,33103 1874,33173 21103-02201 E,26 R36
4 187'4,45264 1874 45540 12202-01101 626 P58
187'4 44885 11102-00001 E,2_ P76
5 1874 60669 1874 60671 21103-10002 626 P28
6 1874 76349 1874 784?9 12202-01101 626 P61
7 1874 93870 1874 93888 11102-00001 E,2B P37
$ 1875 00541 187'5 00568 13302-02201 626 P41
9 1875 23596 1875 23582 11102-00001 636 P28
I0 1_175 :35002 1875 34990 21103-02201 626 R35
11 1875 53759 1875,53767 20003-01101 E,26 P7
12 1875,65072 1875,65162 11102-00001 628 P3E,
13 187'5,71028 1875,71002 133102-02201 626 P40
14 1875,78422 1875,76379 21103-02201 626 R38
15 1875,87976 1875,88434 1111)2-00001 626 P76




Ft¢ht_tt,',h;?_ ORIGINAL PAaE IS
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Line Positions and Identifications (1876-1878 cm"I)
OBSERVED C_LCUL_TED
LINE HO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICaTIOH
I 1876 04028 1876. 03924 12202-01101 626 P59
2 1876 10944 1876,10959 21103-10002 626 P26
3 1876 36504 1876,36493 11102-00001 628 P35
4 1876 41696 1876.41627 133_2-02201 626 P39
5 1876 63169 H20
6 1876 71961 1876 71985 11102-00001 636 P26
7 1877 08434 1877 07883 11102-00001 625 P34
1877 08982 20003-01101 626 P5
8 1877,12433 1077 12453 13302-02201 626 P38
9 1877.30703 I877 32100 11102-00001 626 P74
1877 30316 12202-01101 626 P57
1077 30495 12202-01101 626 P54
10 1877.61702 1677 61698 21103-10002 626 P24
11 1877,79123 1877 79332 11102-00001 628 P33
H20





9.857 Torr 384 meters












Line Positions and Identifications (1878-1880 cm-l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1878,20963 1878,20953 11102-00001 636 P24
2 1878,50805 1878,50841 11102-00001 628 P32
3 1878,54532 1878,54666 13302-02201 626 P36
4 1878,57650 1878,57669 12202-01101 626 P55
5 1878,64825 1878,64575 20003-01101 626 P3
6 1878 73572 1878,73555 12202-01101 626 P52
? 1878 ?5835 1878,75899 11102-00001 626 P72
6 1879 01783 H20
9 1879 12870 1879,12888 21103-10002 626 P22
10 1879 22430 1879,22411 11102-00001 628 P31
11 1879 26330 1879,26038 13302-02201 626 P35
12 1879 29709 H20
13 1879 59831 H20
14 1879 70468 1879,70490 11102-00001 636 P22
15 1879 78456 H20
16 1879,85978 1879.85997 12202-01101 626 P53
17 1879.94020 1879,94042 11102-00001 628 P30
18 1879,97648 1879,97649 13302-02201 626 P34





9,857 Tort 384 meters












Line Positions and Identifications (1880-1882 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 %880,16982 %880, 17023 12202-01101 626 P50
2 1880,19894 1880,19846 11102-00001 626 PTO
1880,20547 20003-01101 626 P1
3 1880,24744 1880,25063 20003-011 01 626 Q52
4 1880,30330 ?
5 1880,32937 1880,32854 20003-01101 626 t'_50
6 1880,40085 1880 39995 20003-01101 626 Q48
7 1880,46733 1880 46527 20003-01101 626 @.46
8 1880,52499 1880 52491 20003-01101 626 Q44
9 1880,57915 1880 57923 20003-01101 626 Q42
10 1880,64970 1880 64528 21103-10002 626 P20
1880 65735 11102-00001 628 P29
1880 62861 20003-01101 626 g40
11 •1880,69570 1880 69401 13302-02201 626 P33
1880 71390 20003-01101 626 Q36
1880 67339 20003-01101 626 Q38
12 1880,75049 1880 75045 20003-01101 626 Q34
13 1880,78321 1880 78333 20003-01101 626 Q32
14 1880,81281 1880 81283 20003-01101 626 Q30
15 1880,83919 1880,83920 20003-011 01 626 Q28
16 1880,86748 1880,86270 20003-01101 626 Q26
17 1880,97250 1880,88356 20003-01101 626 0.24
1880 90197 20003-01101 626 8,22
1880 91815 20003-01101 626 1_20
1880 93227 20003-01101 "'_"=,--o 0.18
1880 94449 20003-011 01 626 Q16
1880 95496 20003-01101 626 Q14 I1880 96381 20003-01101 "'-""o_o tq12 j
1880 97114 20003-01101 626 ei0
6-0 0.81880 97706 20003-01101 '_"
1880 98165 20003-01101 626 Q6
1880 98497 20003-01101 626 Q4
1880 98705 20003-01101 626 _q2
t,_o P5118 1881 15318 1881 15313 12202-01101 """
19 1881 20601 1881 20600 11102-00001 636 P20
20 1881 37470 1881 37491 11102-00001 E,28 P28
21 1881 41339 1881 41405 13302-02201 626 F'32
22 1881 60883 1881 60'911 1:L'2_t2-01101 6,26 F'48
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Line Posltlnns arid Id.ntlfIcaLi_n;_ (IRH2-1flH4 cm"I)
OB,_ERVE[_ CQLCULQTED
LZI4E NO PO_I FZON POSIT%ON IDEHT IFIC:QI'_ON
1 IBE_P 09:320 1882,09_410 11102'-00001 6_Q P2"?
2 188_, 1349_ 1882, 13541 13,30;2_02201 626 F'_31
3 1883 16613 188_,16620 211,),3-1 0002 6'-._,6 F'lt_
4 1882 456_3 1882,45628 1220_-','_01101 626 P49
1882 71307 18(_2,71287 11102'-00001 6_6 P18
b 1882 81174 1882,81192 11102-00001 6',_.8 P26
? 1882 85950 1882.85939 13302-0:,',4201 626 P30
8 188,3 05204 1883.0_23:3 12202-01101 626 P46
9 1883 08246 1883,08251 111,)2-00001 626 P66
10 18_3 53147 1883,53139 11102-00001 628 P#5
11 1883 58496 1883,58464 13302-02201 626 P29
12 188,'3 69141 18S3.69162 21103-10002 626 P16
13 1883 76951 188:3,76951 12202-01101 626 P,47
O0000001-TSE14
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70 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
TABLE A28
Line Positions and Identifications (1884-]886 cm"l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
I 1884 22569 1884,22554 11102-00001 636 PI6
2 1884 25308 1884,25151 I1102-00001 628 P24
3 1884 31301 1884,31255 13302-02201 626 P28
4 1884 39300 H20
5 1884 50012 1884 50000 12202-01101 626 P44
6 1884 52?86 1884,52740 11102-00001 626 P64
7 1884,56506 H20
8 1884 97205 1884,97228 11102-00001 628 P23
9 1885 02181 H20
10 1885 04112 1885.04172 13302-02201 626 P27
11 1885 09291 1885,09292 12202-01101 626 P45
12 1885 22197 1885,22153 21103-10002 626 PI4
13 1885 30126 H20
14 1885 61294 1885,61209 11102-00001 627 P42
15 1885 69372 1885,69371 11102-00001 628 P22
1885.69399 20003-01101 626 R5 _
16 1885,74334 1885,74405 11102-00001 636 P14
17 1885,77045 H20
1885,77357 13302-02201 626 P26
18 1885,97374 188_, 97439 11102-00001 626 P62








72 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A29
Line Positions and Identifications (1886-1888 cm-l)
OBSERVED CRLCULRTED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICRTION
1 1886.334,76 1886.33552 11102-00001 627 P41
2 1866.42506 1886.42658 12202-01101 626 P43
1886.41580 11102-00001 628 P21
3 1886,50723 le86,506?0 13302-02201 626 P25
4 t 886,75584 1686. 75592 21103-10002 62(> P12
5 1887, 06180 1687,059S9 11102-00001 627 P40
6 1887. 13884 1887,13855 11102-00001 628 P20
7 1867. 24072 1887,24249 13302-02201 626 P24
8 18B?,26807 1867,26839 11102-00001 636 P12
1867.27035 20003-01101 626 R7
9 1887,42080 1867.42362 !1102-00001 626 PSO
1867,40918 12202-01101 626 P40
10 1887,??056 1887.77056 12202-01101 626 P4t
1887.78514 11102-00001 627 P39
11 1SIB7,86171 1887,B6197 11102-00001 E.28 P19
12 1887,98011 1887,97960 13302-02201 (.26 P23
00000001-TSF04
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74 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A30
Lir,e Positions and Identifications (1888-1890 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATIOH
I 1888 29455 1888,29478 21103-10002 626 PIO
2 1888 47490 ?
3 1888 51306 1888,51124 11102-00001 627 P38
4 1888 58633 1888,58606 11102-00001 E,28' P18
5 1888 71913 1888,71932 13302-02201 626 P22
6 1888 79935 1888,79860 11102-00001 636 P10
H20
7 1888,87388 1888,87525 11102-00001 626 P58
1888,87090 12202-01101 626 P38
1886,85021 20003-01101 626 R9
8 1889,12500 1889,12491 12202-01101 626 P39
9 1889,24263 1889,2:3817 11102-00001 627 P37
1 0 1889,31233 1889,31 083 111 02-00001 628 P17
11 1889,56912 H20
1889,46046 13302-02201 626 P21
12 1889,83406 1889,83810 21103-10002 626 P8




').:_',';' 'tort 1,'_4m_,t,,,8 OF POOR QUALITY
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Line Positions and Identifications (1890-1892 cm"])
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATION
1 1890.03603 1890,03627 11102-00001 628 P16
2 1890,20445 1890,20409 13302-02201 626 P20
H20
3 1890.33t92 1890,32940 11102-00001 626 P56
1890,3:3749 12202-01101 626 P36
1890,33467 111 02-00001 636 Pe
4 1890,43265 1890,43346 20003-01101 626 Rll
5 1890,48965 1890,48970 12202-01101 626 P37
6 1590,69433 1890,69436 11102-00001 627 P35
7 1890.76266 1890.76240 11102-00001 62.9 P15
8 1890,94917 1890,94928 13302-02201 626 P19
9 1891,38537 1891.38585 211 0_3-10002 626 P6
10 1891,42280 1891,42359 11102-00001 627 P34
11 1891 ,48990 1891,48920 11102-00001 628 P14
12 1891 o55174 H20
13 1891 .697'12 1891,69683 13302-02201 626 P18
14 1891,78674 1891.78621 11102-00001 626 P54
1891.80906 12202-01101 626 P34
15 1891 .86521 1891,864.95 12202-01101 626 P35
1891.87661 11102-00001 636 P6
00000001-TSF08
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Line Positions and Identifications (1892-1894 cm"l)
OBSERVED CRLCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICRTION
1 1892,02031 1892,01998 2000.'3-011 01 626 Rt3
2 1892,15230 1892,15355 11102-00001 627 P33
3 1892,21710 1892,2166E= 11102-00001 E,28 P13
4 1892,44622 1'392,44609 13302-02201 626 PI?
5 1892,59748 H20
6 1892,88527 1892.88423 11102-00001 627 F'32
? 1892.94,$28 1892,944,95 11102-00001 628 P12
8 1893,19417 1893,19754 13302-02201 626 P16
SIDELOBE
9 1893,24695 1893,24581 11102-00001 626 P52
1893.25072 12202-01101 626 P33
10 1893,28558 1893,28568 12202-01101 626 P32
11 1893.4240.1. 1893,42441 11102-00001 636 P4
12 1893.610:31 1893.60961 _0003-01101 626 R15
1893.61562 11_02-00001 627 P31
13 1893.67530 1893,67371 11102-00001 628 P1]
1.1, 1893,71640 H20
15 1893,95077 1893,95090 13302-02201 626 P15
O0000001-TSFIO
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80 OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A33
Line Positions and Identifications (1894-1896 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1894,35129 1894,34773 11102-00001 62'7 P30
H20
2 1994.40318 1894,40324 11102-00001 628 PIO
3 1894,64771 ]994.64702 12202-01101 626 P31
H20
4 ] B94,69056 H20
5 1994,70807 1894,70831 1111)2-00001 626 P50
1894,70624 13302-02201 626 P14
6 1894,76748 1894.76743 12202-01101 626 P30
? 1094,90734 H20
O 1895,19715 H20
1895,20220 20003-01101 626 RI?
le95,13347 11102-00001 628 P9
189_;.08055 11102-00001 627 P29
9 1695,37420 H20
10 1895.46250 1895,4637'I 13302-02201 626 P13
I 1 1895.51364 H20
12 1895, ?'3883 H20
13 1895,81301 1895.B1410 11102-00001 627 P28
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82 ORIGINAL pAGE |'_1
OF pOOR QjALITY
.rA_BLEJ,. J
Line. I_osltlon_ and I(hmtiftcatlon_: (1R96-if_R cm-])
OBSERVED C_LCULATEC,
LII4E NO POSIrlOH PO5I [IOH I[wEHl'I_,'IC,Af1014
1 1896,05392 1896,0538EJ 12202-01101 _,2_, P29
2 1896, 17394 Ii3_6,17383 I1102-I{111001611!6 P4eJ
1896,19061 2 t I 0:,_I,--1 rio O_ r,7,_ !_ _i8
3 1896,25461 189_,,,_5438 12202.-01101 612_; P;;'.'8
111396,22_'._9,l 13_ _'_2-OP.2Q1 626 P12.
1896,26153 21107-_100112 ({26 ClIO
4 1896,34725 1896,3470:J 21103-10002", 626 _,i12
5 189_,, 44657 1896,44694 2110:J-1 00i12 626 014
6 1896,561,34 1896,561_6 21103-19002 C,2_, _16
1896,57316 11102-00001 636 _4
1896,54816 1110_2-00001 636 _2
1896,54838 11102-00001 627 P27
7 1896,60943 1896,61243 11102-00001 636 (46
1896,59597 11102-00001 6'o-_8 P7
8 1896,6662':9 1896,66593 11102-0000t 636 bq8
9 189,6,69272 1896,69036 21103-I 0002 626 018
IO 1896 , 73..362 1896,73362 11102-00001 ._,3G 6110
11 1896,80000 1896,79757 20003.-01101 626 R19
1896,81547 11102-00001 636 ,_12
12 1896,91139 1896,91140 11102-00001 636 014
13 1896,99184 1896,98453 13302-02201 626 I>11
1896 99295 21103-10002 626 (_22
14 1897,02151 1897 02135 11102-00001 636 Q16
15 1897,14475 1897 14527 11102-00001 636 @18
16 1897, 16702 1097 16705 21103-10002 626 _G24
17 1897,28331 1897 28308 11102-00001 636 020
1897 28340 11102-00001 627 P26
18 1897,32640 1897 32825 11102-00001 628 P6
19 1897,37039 H20
1897,35653 21103-10002 626 026
20 1897 43489 1897 4,..46_ 11102-00001 6..36 _22
21 1897,47134 1897,47131 1220'2-01101 626 P2"?
22 1897,52040 H20
I-1-"823 I897,56136 1897,56117 21103-10002 626 " "_'
, _.,._4 124 1897,60489 t897 60004 11102-00001 636 ","_
81DELOBE
25 1897,64251 1897,64250 11102-00001 626 P46
26 1897,74678 1897,74660 12202-01101 626 P26
1897,7'4763 13:302.-'02201 626 P10
27 1897,77918 1897', 77902 11102-00001 636 026
1897,78017 21103-1u002 626 £130
81DELOBE
28 1897,85211 H20
29 1897,97172 1891", 97155 11102-00001 636 1_28
.........................
O0000001-TSF14
_t_],: A:3/_ oR|G|HAL pAGE IS PJ3
OF pOOR QUALt'P/
I I I I
I I
00000001-TSG01
84 oRIGINAL pAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALt'IPt
TABLE A35
Line Positions and Identificatio,..,: (1898-1900 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LIHE NO PO.SITIOH POSITION IDEHTIFICATIOH
I 1898,01:311 1898 01175 21103-10002 626 Q32
1898 01920 11102-00001 6'._7 P25
2 1898,06223 1898 06121 11102-00001 628 P5
3 1898,17757 1898 177,51 11102-00001 636 _q30
4 1898,25274 1898 2527,1, 21103-10002 626 1;_34
5 1898,39593 1898 39552 20003-01101 626 R21
1898 39676 11102-00001 636 Q32
6 1898,51208 1898 51336 13,302-02201 626 P9
1890 49?94 21103-I0002 626 Q36
? 1898,62891 1898 62915 11102-00001 6.36 Q34
8 1898,66354 H20
9 1898,75669 1898,75578 11102-00001 627 P24
10 1898,79070 1898,79486 11102-00001 628 P4
11 1898,86962 1898,87447 11102-00001 636 Q36
SIDELOBE
12 1898,89914 1898,89933 12202-01101 626 P25
1898,88764 11102-00001 636 R2
13 I_99,11444 1899, 11441 11102-00001 62,.'3 P44
1899,13246 11102-00001 636 Q38
14 1899,24424 1899,24414 12202-01101 626 P24
15 1899,40287 1899,40281 11102-00001 6.36 Q40
16 1899,49240 1899,49319 11102-00001 627 P23
17 1899,68444 1899,68509 11102-00001 636 Q42




H_J_., ^35. ORIGINAL PAQE IS _
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Line Positions and Identifications (19(10-1902cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITIOH IDEHTIFIC_TIOH
1 1900o04848 1900,05019 13302-02201 626 P?
SXDELOBE
2 1900 23201 1900,23145 11102-00001 627 P22
3 1900 33?85 1900 33796 12202-01101 626 P23
4 1900 46353 1900 46157 11102-00001 636 R4
5 1900 5e969 1900 50968 11102-00001 626 P42
6 1900 7471.3 1900 74706 12202-01101 626 P22
7 1900 97024 1900 9?060 11102-00001 627 P21
8 1901 59826 1901 59831 20003-01101 626 R25
9 1901 71213 1901 7106B 11102-00001 627 P20
10 1901 ?5942 H20
11 1901 76696 1901,78718 12202-01101 _,26 P21
12 1901.88471 1901,88612 11102-00001 628 Qll
13 1901,91267 1901,91294 11102-00001 628 012
14 1901,94223 1901,94198 11102-00001 62_ _13







Line Positions and Identifications (1902-1904 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATIOH
I 1902,00926 1902 00676 11102-00001 628 Q15
2 1902,06843 1902 06839 11102-00001 "'_"e=:o P4 0
1902 08041 11102-00001 628 Q17
1902 04247 11102-00001 """
1902 04123 11102-00001 636 R6
3 1902,12274 1902 12055 11102-C0001 628 _18
BIDELOBE
4 1902, 16255 1902,16289 11102-00001 628 C_19
5 1902.20887 1902,20743 11102-00001 628 Q20
6 190;_.',25556 1902,25541 12202-01101 626 P20
1902 25416 11102-00001 --"-_•_,,:.... @,21
7 1902,30430 1902 30307 11102-00001 628 Q22
.., 1902,35408 !902 35414 11102-00001 628 Q2:.,I
9 1902,407'24 1902 40736 11102-00001 ....''e,,-:,:, Q24
I0 1902,46148 1902 46273 11102-00001 b"'_8,_@,25
1902 45175 11102-00001 627 P19
11 1902 52089 1902 52023 11102-00001 "'_e,,_8 @..26
12 1902 57931 1902 57983 11102-00001 628 L_27
13 1902 6068.3 H20
t4 1902 64142 1902,64154 11102-00001 E28 Q28
15 1902 70505 1902,70532 11102-00001 628 Q29
16 1902 77129 1902,77117 11102-00001 E28 C_30
)7 1902,83883 1902,83905 11102-00001 628 0.31
18 1902 90890 1902 "''_'_, , .-,,,,_. , 11102-00001 628 Q32
19 1902,98022 1902,98089 11102-00001 628 Q33
20 1903,05513 1903,05480 11102-00001 628 Q34
" t_21 1903,13149 1903,130_,:, 11102-00001 b.,,."",_ cJ_5...
22 1903,20290 1903,20268 20003-01101 _.-'6'" R_?"
1903,20852 11102-00001 628 _36
1903,19384 t1102-00001 "'""b.- ," F'18
23 1903 24695 1903,24700 12_02-01101 626 P19
24 1903 37098 1903,37001 11102-00001 -oe.,.--8 C._38
25 1903 45616 1903,45364 11102-00001 t,_"_- Q39
26 1903 55061 1903,55065 11102-00001 626 P38
27 1903 62184 1903,62662 11102-00001 .....":'c,-,., C_41
28 1903 71537 1903,71598 11102-00001 628 Q42
29 1903 76921 1903 , 76,921 1':'<"02-01_,:101 626 P1;_
30 1903 80349 1903,80725 111 02-00001 628 1_43
SIDELOBE
31 190:_.,90066 1903,90046 11102-00001 c,_.,_"""_44
32 190;_,94135 1903,93701 11102-00001 627 P17
3.. 1903,99721 1903.,99562 11 tO2-OnO01, b''°_, @.45
00000001-TSG06
89
l i_.hM_A:]7 ORIGINAL PAGE I_.._
OF POOR QUALITY




90 ORIGINAL PAGE |S
OF, pOOR QUALITY
ZAB_LF-L_A)8
Line Position_ and Identifications (1904-1906 cm"I)
OB£ERVED CRLCUL_TED
LINE NO POS I,TIOH POSITION IDENTIFICATION
I 1904,09258 1904,09277 11102-00001 628 Q46
2 1904,19289 1904,19195 11102-00001 628 C447
3 1904,35503 H20
4 1904,68323 1904,68133 11102-00001 62.7 P16
SIDELOBE
5 1904 71739 1904,71742 12202-01101 626 PI?
6 1904 80867 1904,80869 20003-01101 626 R29
7 1905 036.= 1905,03654 11102-00001 626 P36
8 1905 288._2 1905,28850 12202-01101 626 P16
9 1905 42596 1905,42685 11102-00001 627 P15
10 1905 61958 1905,62252 13302-02201 626 @,11
11 1905 64460 1905,64663 13302-02201 626 Q12
12 1905 67106 1905,67151 13302-02201 626 C413
13 1905 69933 1905.69929 13302-02201 626 014
14 1905,72862 1905,72837 13302-02201 626 Q15
15 1905 75981 1905,75992 13302-02201 626 @16
16 1905 79326 1905,79307 13302-02201 626 QIF
17 1905 82874 1905,82853 13302-02201 626 Ct18
18 1905 86532 1905,86559 13302-02201 626 Q19
19 1905 90440 1905,90511 13302-1_2201 626 Q20
20 1905 94491 1905.94591 13302-02201 626 Q21
21 1905 98993 1905,98959 13302-02201 626 Q22
00000001-TSGO8
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92 ORIGINAL pAL_E 15
OF pOC.R QUALITY
TABI-EA_!9
Line Position._and Identifications (190G-1908 cm-l)
OBSERYED CALC,ULIqTED
LINE NO POSITION PLISITIOH IDENT IF ICt%TI014
1 1906,03500 1" ", "" -_,,_0_0._9, 13302 - "':'C' ......U,_,(I1 _:,',..:r_ C!;,__;;
2 190,3,0744,5 1906, 00187 13302-0;:!::_016,;:_, 0,_4
H2 0 '.;'
3 1906,13084 1906 12970 13302-'""
4 190C,,1983_ 1906 19843 12202.-0t101 67,'3 F'15
1906 181FJ2 I.._._0,.-'02201_,;_6, 0.26
1906 23302 1......"._ 3U._- 022 01 6;;:,£ 027
1906 17364 11102-U0001 ...._"t> ..r PI 4
5 1906,28967 1906 2B926 13302-02201 r.:,,_:,'">..... _:_--",S'_'
6 1906,34449 190,:-, 34383 13302-02201 6,26 L.'_2'9
? 1906,41577 1906 41606 20003-01101 62.6 R31
190F., 404 _""_;,:: 1.3302-02201 6,26 _'_30
1906 46204 1.3302-02201 626 Q31
8 1906,52616 1906 52614 11102-00001 6,_e, P34
1906 52591 13302-022.01 626 0.32
1906 58755 133.02-02201 c,::'c,.... 0.._....
9 1906,64961 1906 6547? 1330;:' o2201 ""_"-. b_., 034
10 1906,72018 1906 72026 13302-02201 626 L'_35
11 1906,81320 1906 81332 12202-0t101 "_"_.,.-_e, P14
12 1906,86356 1906 86013 13302-02201 626, 037
13 1906,91356 1906 92178 11102-00001 627 F'13
1906 93329 133 02- 0_2 01 626 Q38
14 1907 00579 1907 00715 13302-02201 626 £._39
t5 1907' 08312 1907' 08330 133 02- 022 01 626 C_40
16 1907 16652 1907' 16140 133 02- 022 01 626 Q41
17 1907 24097 1907 24112 13302-02201 626 042
18 1907 32144 !907 32306 13302-02201 626 0.43
19 1907 40930 1907 40774 13302-0'-3201 6_c, 044
20 1907 49391 1907 49,_:4r 1330,_. 0,_.,:.01 _,,..6 045
21 1907 534?4 '?
22 190"?' 58137 190"t,5846F3 13._02-022gI e.2E t._,$6
23 1907 58729 1907,69001 12202-01101 626 P13
H20
24 1907,71252 H20
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# Line Pasitian._ and Identlfications (]908-19]0 cm"])f
OB SE R'_/E[,) C(41..CUI.,BTED
Lille Flt) POSIT I011 PCoSITIOH IDEIITIFIC(_TX01'I,. I 190FJ, 01944 191)1_ ,O195.'._ I111);:_'_'UflO0162,T!, P3;(
, _0[11",,1_-011 01 Eo26 R3,3'_' 190_, t)24..¢;.,I ' "
_" 2 1909, 12141 H2,0'?
_ 3 190....34361 190:_:34_67 I;:_02-01101 "_"_.,._e, P12
' 4 19CIEx 64445 190B _,4,,,0_3 I,_0_"'022QI 6_, P,,_
5 1909 19236 1909 19217 12202-01101 6=_ P11
. 6 1909 516B0 1909 51670 1110;;:-00001.......
..... _,.-',,:, R35
_. ? 1909 6_37_ 1909 63_7S _0003-01101 .....'"
I" 8 1909 88064 1909 87957 12202- Co1101626 P10
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96 ORIGINAL PAGE l_
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A41
l.lni-_, Po_iltl(m,; and Id(ml:ifIcati_-m!; (1910-I(_12 cm-I)
OE_'I;KRV[[_ C(&LCIJI._:_TEC,
LIHIZ NO PO,SIl IOH PO,SIT lON I[wEHlIF I¢_:hiI014
1 1910 2_755 t9t0 2;]34_F, 1_;_I_2.,..o'_22Q1 _:,;_!E, 1','.5
2 1910 '?fJ4C_I 1910 '?l]4fl_._ l_;!2f12--'Ollfl', _:,_i:¢_, f'9
.7] 1911 01"tgEt 1911 01796 1110;;:-Lil][ot'.11e'_,;,'._, f"21_
4 1911 _4341 1911 _4340 _OOU3-,OllOl ,f,2c, t_::_i:'
5 1911 4g,I076 1911 421 04 12P02-:011 01 6,_'i',_:],I ;'B
6 I.q11 611670 1911 6',3G'.,_3111U2,--On(]I_1_,,_P,_.,F ,It;i;t
"? 1911 69470 1911 695?2 g,.:ItO2_1uOOl6_¢,:, P_]










Line Positions and Identifications (1912-1914 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1912,22803 1912,22812 12202-01101 626 P?
2 1912,52321 1912,52313 11102-00001 626 P26
H20
3 1912,69856 1912 69895 21103-10002 E,26 R20
4 1912,85312 1912 85319 20003-01101 626 R39
5 1912,96794 1912 9680? 12202-01101 626 P6
6 1913,25590 1913 25441 III02-00001 636 R20
7 1913,30238 1913 30091 21102-10001 626 P48




















TABLE A43 OF POOR QUALITY
Line Positions and Identifications (1914-1916 cm-I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATION
1 1914 03232 1914,03235 11102-00001 626 P24
2 1914 30545 1914,30713 21103-10002 626 R22
3 1914 46287 1914,46277 20003-01101 626 R41
4 1914 52091 1914,52065 12202-01101 626 P4
5 1914 58029 H20
6 1914 87795 1914,87768 11102-00001 636 R2;_
7 1914 90219 1914,90285 21102-10001 626 P46
8 1915 19472 H20
9 1915 27035 H20
10 1915 30624 1915,30614 12202-01101 626 P3
11 1915 54567 1915,54565 11102-00001 626 P22
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Line Positions and Identifications (1916-1918 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LIHE 140 POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1916,07167 1916,07176 20003-01101 626 R43
2 1916,50519 1916,50171 21102-10001 626 P44
1916,50603 11102-00001 636 R24
3 1916,B0420 1916,80670 11102-00001 62? 09
H20?
4 1916,83367 1916 833?4 11102-00001 627 010
5 1916,8651B 1916 86270 11102-00001 627 011
6 1916,89165 1916 89359 11102-00001 62'7 012
7 1916,92830 1916 92647 11102-00001 627 013
B 1917,06312 1917 06309 11102-00001 626 P20
9 1917,22667 1917 22820 11102-00001 627 020
10 1917,28354 1917 26331 11102-00001 627 021
11 1917,34139 1917 34077 11102-00001 627 1322
12 1917.39763 1917 39944 11102-00001 627 L._23
13 1917,45783 1917 45750 11102-00001 627 024
14 1917,53265 1917 53476 21103-10002 626 R26
1917 51228 11102-00001 627 025
15 1917,68323 1917 64840 12202-01101 626 02
1917 65547 12202-01101 626 03
1917.65791 12202-01101 626 04
1917.67905 12202-01101 626 05
1917,67285 12202-01101 626 06
1917,69324 12202-01101 626 08
1917,679B0 20003-01101 626 R45
16 1917,71684 1917,71308 12202-01101 626 07
1917,71908 12202-01101 626 010
17 1917,75423 1917,75752 12202-01101 626 09
1917,75037 12202-01101 626 012
18 1917,78714 1917,78712 12202-01101 626 014
19 1917,82285 1917,81235 12202-01101 626 _11
1917,B2934 12202-01101 626 016
20 1917,87907 1917,87751 122u2-01101 626 013
1917,87704 12_02-01101 626 _18
21 1917,96015 1917,95295 12202-01101 626 015








Line Positions and Identifications (1918-1920 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO PO$1'TIOH POSITION _DENTIFI'CAT IOH
I 1918,00833 H20
1917.98882 12202-01101 626 _22
2 1918,03416 H20
1918,03861 12202-01101 626 QI?
1918 05289 12202-01101 6,26 Q24
1918,12752 1918 13441 12202-01101 626 _119
1918 12239 12202-01101 626 L:!26
1918 13937 11102-00001 636 R26
1918 09770 21102-10001 626 P42
4 1918,19695 1918 19728 12_02-01_ 101 o=o'_" _28
5 1918,24012 1918 24030 12202-01101 "_"_,:..=, 1_21
6 1918,27751 1918 27754 12202-01101 626 Q30
H20'?
? 1918.35909 1918 35619 12202-01101 626 _23
1918 36312 12202-01101 626 C.a32
8 1918,45424 1918 45395 12202-01101 626 Q34
9 1918.48231 1918 48201 12202-01101 626 Q25
10 1918,58469 1918 58470 11102-00001 "'_"_.,=e P18
1918 61766 12202-01101 626 Q27
1918 54999 12202-01101 626 Q36
11 1918 65131 1918 65f17 12202-01101 626 Q38
12 1918,76183 1918 76307 12202-01101 626 Q29
1918 75740 12202-01101 626 @40
13 1918,86842 1918 86863 12202-01101 626 Q42
14 1918,91815 1918 91816 12202-01101 626 Q31
15 1918.98527 1918 984"?8 12202-01101 626 Q44
16 1919,08330 1919 08281 12202-01101 626 _33
1919 105?9 12202-01101 "':'"_=o Q46
17 1919,15520 1919 15409 21103-10002 626 R28
18 1919,21376 I919 21255 12202-01101 626 R1
1919 23163 12202-01101 626 G_48
19 1919,2567'1 1919 25695 12202-01101 626 Q35
20 1919,28709 1919 28651 20003-01101 626 R47
21 1919,36213 1919 36227 12202-01101 626 Q50
22 1919,44048 1919 4404? 12202-01101 626 [,_37
23 1919,51224 1919 49772 12202-01101 626 @,52
H20
24 1919,63389 1919,63326 12202-0f 101 626 @39
25 1919,68863 1919,69097 21102-10001 626 P40
H20
26 1919,77751 1919,77760 11102-00001 636 P28
27 1919,83505 1919,83520 12202-01101 626 Q41
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Line Positions and Identifications (1920-1922 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LXHE NO PC,SI TION POSITIOH IDEHTIFICATIOH
1 1920 04796 1920 04616 12202-01101 626 Q43
2 1920 11050 1920 11051 11102-00001 626 P16
3 1920 26550 1920 26598 12202-01101 626 Q45
4 1920 49433 1920 49448 12202-011 01 626 Q47'
5 1920 73118 1920 7:3146 12202-01101 626 Q49
6 I920 79131 1920 79334 12202-01101 626 R3
1920 7"t700 21103-t0002 626 R30
7 1920,89166 1920,89149 20003-01101 626 R49
H207
8 1920,9127'9 H20
9 1920 97?'27 1920 9766_ 12202-01101 626 I;_51
I0 1921 22981 1921 22982 12202-01101 626 Q53
11 1921 28158 1921 28169 21102-10001 626 P38
12 1921 42177 1921 42059 11102-00001 636 R30
13 1921 49049 1921 49054 12202-01101 626 t:155
14 1921 57582 1921 57554 12202-01101 626 R4
15 1921 64054 1921 64055 11102-00001 626 P14
16 1921 85604 1921 85525 11102-00001 628 R26
00000002-TSA11
II II¢-_1 I







I0_ ORIGINAL, PAGE I._
OF POOR QUALITI"
TABLE A47
Line P_itions and Id_.ntificatiQn_ (1922-1924 cm"l)
OBBERVEO CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITIOH POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1922,34041 H20
2 1922,37871 19R2,38452 12202-01101 626 R5
1922,¢0341 21103-10002 62_ R32
3 1922,492B? 1922,49435 20003-01101 626 R51
4 1922,60999 1922,60B23 11102-00001 629 R27
5 1922,B7126 1922,87003 21102-10001 626 P_6
6 1923,16_98 H20
1923,17484 11102-0000I 626 P12
1923,15829 12202-01101 626 R6
1923,06824 11102-00001 636 R32










I 10 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
TA[_LEA48
Liri(, l'_;;Iti(}ns and Id(:ntiflcations (1924-1926 cm"I)
OBS;ERVEb C(_LCIJL_TE![:,
LINE tlt] PO_I TIOI4 POSITION IDEHTIFICATIOH
1 1924,033;;2 1924 05326 ;.._1107-10002 626 P,,34
2 19_4,09437 1924 0946;" ;20003-01101 E,_6 R53
3 1924,45512 1924 45611 21102-10001 E,26 P34
4 1924,71344 1924 71:339 11102-00001 626 PIO
1924 74640 12202-01101 626 F.',8
1924 72041 11102-00001 636' R34
5 1924 87152 1924 86994 11102-00001 628 R30
6 1925 06?52 H20
? 1925 59766 1925,597'87 12202-01101 626 R9
1925 62559 1925,62472 11102-00001 628 R31
9 1925 66420 1925,66646 -',,1103-I0002 626 R36
10 1925 69260 1925,69203 20003-01101 626 R55
O0000002-TSB01








TABLEA49 OF pOOR QUALITY
LinePositionsand Identifications(1926-1928cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1926, 04034 1926,04008 21102-10001 626 P32
2 1926,25618 1926,25620 11 _02-00001 626 P8
3 1926,33832 1926 ,339B3 12202-01101 626 RIO
4 1926,37724 1926,37697 11102-00001 636 R36
1926,37992 11102-00001 628 R32
5 1926,53636 1926,53847 13302-02291 62_5 R25
6 1926.72561 H20
? 1927.13470 1927' 13553 11102-00001 628 R33
8 1927',22129 1927 21998 12202-01101 626 Rll
9 1927,29388 1927 28599 20003-01101 626 R57
1927 30293 21103-10002 626 R38
10 1927,3"7365 1927 37203 13302-02201 626, R26
11 1927,62118 1927 62207 21102-10001 626 P30
12 1927,80330 1927 _0327 II102-00001 626 P6
13 1927,93680 1927 93850 12202-01101 626 R12
O0000002_T. Rn.-'i
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LINE 140 POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATIOH
I 1928 03806 1928 03778 11102-00001 636 R38
' 2 1928 20866 1928 20969 13302-02201 626 R2'?
_ 3 1928 64881 1928 64791 11102-00001 628 R35
_' 4 1928 87529 1928 87613 20003-01101 626 R59i .
7-_'. 5 1928 94282 1928 94258 21103-10002 626 R40
_-' 6 1929 04631 1929 04709 13302-02201 626 R28
i--" 7 1929 20183 1929 20219 21102-10001 626 P28
_-_ 8 1929.35462 1929 35461 II102-00001 626 P4
_; 9 1929,?0243 1929 70271 11102-00001 636 R40
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I16 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
TABLE A51
Line Positions awldIdentifications (1930-1932 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATEO
LIHE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1930 16181 1930,16175 11102-00001 628 R37
2 1930 46295 1930,46198 20003-01101 626 R61
3 1930 58582 1930,58534 21103-10002 626 R42
4 1930 72955 1930 72926 13302-02201 626 R30
5 1930 78063 1930 78055 21102-10001 E_6 P26
6 1930 91025 1930 91020 1111)2-00001 6_6 P2
? 1931 15002 1931 15134 12202-01101 626 R16
8 1931 37146 1931 37159 11102-00001 636 R42
9 1931 57389 1931 57330 13302-02201 626 R31
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LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1932,04335 1932,04311 20003-01101 626 R63
2 1932,11649 H20
3 1932,14946 1932,14758 12202-01101 626 R17
SlDELOBE
4 1932,23175 1932,23111 21103-10002 626 R44
5 1932,35711 !932,35724 21102-10001 626 P24
6 1932.39052 H20
7 1932,49738 1932,47886 11102-00001 626 Q2
1932,49945 11102-00001 626 Q4
8 1932,53197 1932.53178 11102-00001 626 Q6
9 1932,57578 1932,57584 11102-00001 626 QB
10 1932,63157 1932.63158 11102-00001 626 QIO
11 1932,69898 1932,69898 11102-00001 626 Q12
12 1932.77796 1932,77797 11102-00001 626 Q14
13 1932,86849 1932,B6850 11102-00001 626 Q16
14 1932,97052 1932,97050 11102-00001 626 Q18
15 1933,08394 1933,08389 11102-00001 626 Q20
1933,04429 11102-00001 636 R44
16 1933.16529 H20
17 1933,20854 1933 20860 11102-00001 626 Q22
1933 19336 11102-00001 628 R41
18 1933,25101 1933 25151 11102-00001 626 RO
19 1933 34454 1933 34452 11102-00001 626 Q24
20 1933 49159 1933 49156 11102-00001 626 Q26
21 1933 64959 1933 64960 11102-00001 62_ Q28
22 1933 81849 1933 81853 11102-00001 626 Q30
23 1933 87590 1933 87979 21103-10002 626 R46
24 1933 93377 1933 93237 21102-10001 626 P22
25 1933 99825 1933 99821 11102-00001 626 Q32
O0000002-TSB09
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120 ORIGINAL.PAGEIS
;:! OF POOR QUALITY
:_' TABLE A53
, Line Positions and Identifications (1934-1936 cm"I)OBSERVED CRL*.,ULATED
i LINE NO POSITION POSITIOH IDEHTIFICATIOH
1 1934 11415 1934 11459 13302-02201 626 R34
2 1934 18854 1934 18851 '_1102-00001 626 @.34
3 1934 38921 1934 38929 1i102-00001 626 _36
4 1934 60042 1934 60039 11102-00001 626 L:_38
5 1934 72016 1934 72062 11102-00001 636 R46
6 1934 81997 1934 82166 11102-00001 626 Q40
1934 81763 11102-00001 626 R2
? 1934 9648? 1934 96452 13302-02201 E,26 R35
8 1935 05292 1935,05292 11102-00001 626 Q42
9 1935 18924 1935,18935 20003-01101 626 R67
10 1935 29403 1935,29399 11102-00001 626 Q44
11 1935 48453 1935.48328 12202-01101 E,26 R21
12 1935 50?:39 1935,50599 21102-10001 626 P20
13 1935 5445? 1935.54470 11102-00001 626 Q46
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Line Positions and Identifications (1936-193_3 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1936,00826 1936,00811 12202-01101 626 R22
2 1936,07419 19:36 , 07423 11102-00001 626 I;_50
:3 19:336,22653 ?
4 1936, :35:306 19:36,35265 11102-00001 626 Q52
5 1936,:38796 19:36,3e791 11102-00001 626 R4
19:36,40043 11102-00001 636 R48
6 1936,6:3982 1936,63989 11102-00001 626 @.54
? 1936,9_5"i'1 1936,93573 11102-00001 626 _'_56
B 1937. 01201 H20
9 1937 , 07800 1937,07820 21102-10001 626 P18
10 1937.16837' 1937.16617 12202-01101 626 R23
H20
11 1937,23959 1937,23995 11102-00001 E,2E, _58
H20
12 193?`,55218 1937',55231 11102-00001 626 9.60
13 193?.637`08 19:37 . 6:3668 12202-01101 626 R24
I 4 1937 , ?'4686 '?
15 1937,87253 1937,87259 11102-00001 626 @,62











Lin_. Positions and Identifications (1938-1940 cm"I)
OBL=;ERVED CQLCIJLATED
LINE NO PO,£Il'ION POBITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1938 08286 1938,0835,$ 11102-00001 636 R50
2 1938 200?0 1938,20052 11102-00001 E,2_., 0.64
3 1938 38250 1938,38250 13302-02281 E,26 R,3'_
4 1938 5359? 1938,53588 11102-00001 626 Q66
5 1938 64879 19,_8,64904 21102-10001 626 P16
6 1938 69521 H20
? 1938 85929 1938,85902 12202-01101 626 P,25
1938,87'841 11102-00001 626 668
8 1939,12482 H20
9 1939,23226 1939,22786 11102-00001 626 @,?0
$IDELOBE
10 1939,26958 1939,26991 12202-01101 626 R26
I1 1939,54077 1939,54079 1110.'2_-00001 626 R8
12 1939,77055 1939,76977 11102-00001 636 R52
13 1939,94647 1939,94649 11102-00001 626 Q?4
O0000002-TSC01
125
FP_, A55 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
9._57 Tor_' 384 me%ers OF POORQUALITY
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126 ORIGINAL pAGr_ I:I
OF. POOR QUALIPf
TABLE A56
Line Positions and Identifications (1940-1942 cm"l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1940 09940 1940,10125 13302-022@1 626 R41
2 1940 21858 1940,21857 21102-10001 626 P14
3 1940 26723 H20
4 194 0 5 0434 ?
5 1940 56165 1940,56176 12202-0110I 626 R27
6 1940 90798 1940,90769 12202-01101 626 828
7 1940 96280 ?
8 1941 12327 1941,12328 11102-00001 626 RIO
9 1941 45961 1941,45894 11102-00001 636 R54
10 1941 62725 H20
11 1941 75704 N20
12 1941 78832 1941,78684 21102-10001 626 P12
13 1941 82941 H20
1941,82636 13302-02291 626 R4_
O000000P-T._Nq
127
FRAME,A56 ....... _''" ','
9.857 Tort 384 meters







_- Line Positions and Identifications (1942-1944 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
:i LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
I 1942,27492 1942,27434 12202-01101 626 R29
2 1942,51543 H20
" 1942,54989 12202-01101 626 P,,30
3 1942,71117 1942,70974 11102-00001 E,26, R12
' 4 1942,76482 H20
_, 5 I945,15123 I943,I5084 11102-00001 E,_6 R56
6 194,3,35354 194_.,353B& 21102-10001 626 PIO
7 1943,55B05 1943,55769 1_302-02201 62_, R45
8 194._. 99661 1943,9966_3 12202-01101 626 R31
C)C}( C}NNnP_T. Pn
129
],'l_._l,:A_'I ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
O. _7 Tort _:/, inetern
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1
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Line Positions and Identifications (1944-1946 cm"l)
OBSERVED CRLCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICRTION
1 1944 19631 1944,19639 12202-01101 626 R32
2 1944 29992 1944,30011 11102-00001 626 R14
3 1944 91982 1944,91968 21102-10001 626 PB
4 1945 34003 H20
5 1945 47257 H20
6 1945 72861 1945,72871 12202-01101 626 R33
7 1945 84745 1945,84708 12202-01101 626 R34
00000002-TSC07
131
FRAME A58 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
-i 9.857 Tort 394 _eters















Line Positions and Identifications (1946-194,R clli "I)
OB_,ER'4ED CALCULATED
LIHE NO POSITIOH POSITION IDEHT IF ICAT I0l.I
1 1946,20022 H20
2 1946,36423 H20
3 1946,48313 1946,4_3430 21102-1000t 6',:"E, F'6
4 1947,47107 1'._.47,47035 12202-01101 E,26 R35
5 1947,49708 1947,49225 11102-00001 _,26 P.1,9
1947,50180 12202-01101 626 R36
00000002-TSC09
]33












Line Positions and Identifications (1948-1950 cm"I)
OBSERVED CQLCULATED
LINE NO POSITION PO$1TIOt4 IDENTIFICATION
I 1948,04455 1940,04??2 21102-10001 626 P4
2, 1949,09396 1949,09387 11102-00001 626 R20
3 1949, 16018 1949, 16041 12202-01101 626 R38
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136 ORIGINAL pAGE 19
OF pOOR QUALITY
TABLE A61
Line Positions and Identifications (1950-1952 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITIOH IDEHTIFICATIOH
1 1950,69902 1950,69907 11102-00001 626 R22
2 1950,82280 1950082278 1220f':-01101 626 R40
3 1950,9_306 1950,98210 12202-01101 626 R39
4 1951 ,12941 H20
5 1951,18520 1951 1766..9. 21102-10001 62_ L':).2
195I 19050 21102-10001 626 Q4
6 1951 20981 1951 21227 21102-10001 626 Q6
7 1951 24221 1951 24189 2t102-10001 626 QB
8 195t 27939 1951 27932 2111.12-10001 626 @..10
9 1951 324?9 1951 32449 21102-10001 626 Q12
10 1951 37?97 1951 37734 21102-10001 626 Q14
11 1951 43?37 1951 437?9 21102-10001 626 @..16
12 1951 50532 1951 50576 21102-10001 626 Q18
13 1951 58094 1951 58117 21102-10001 626 t_20
14 1951 ,66501 1951 66395 21102-10001 626 1_22
15 1951,75408 1951 75401 21102-10001 626 Q24
16 1951 ,85125 1951 85128 21102-10001 626 L',_26
17 1951,95605 1951 95567 21102-10001 626 Q28
00000002-TSC13
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I..IHE Hi;_ PIJSIT Ir)ll POS I[ Ii'.IH Ir._FN'I'iF I_.(_TION
I 19rJ2,06_,4_ 19[i_ (.IE,7U'?211 i)__.-I0t!01 _,',:!_,I;};._0
2 195,;:,IE_5_,3 I'_5;2185,1'i ;;!'I10_--..I0001 6,;-'.6_;_.32.
3 195;;: ,30','8,I 19_;2 30710 111 02"00001 (,;_:_D R'2,,1.
1952 310E,I 21102-10001 E,26 L._34
4 1952,44039 195;2 4424;._ 21102-10001 626 L.'l_6
5 195;L:,4_3EI6_1952 4E_t.q74 12202-(,I 101 E',26 P.4_2
6 1952,58075 1952 58065 2110__.-I0001 E,26 _39
? 1952,75212 1952 7520_ ._. 1;_202-01101 E,2_:, R41
1952 7250._ 21102-10001 E,2_, t_.40
E_ 1952,e7491 195::'97516 2110;.R-I0001 626 LTq4_
9 1953,02'._07 1953 03051 21102-10001 Eo;26 _4,l
_ I0 1953, 1t_98 195_ 1903_ 21102-10001 626 0.46
11 195:_,35535 19,$3 35359 21102-10001 6_-_6. 0.48
12 195:;._,51001 1953 5198;! 21102-10001 E,2E, _.50
1953 5101E, 21102-10001 E,26 R27
I_ 1953,739_ ?
14 1953,77528 ?






Line Positions and Identifications (!954-1956 cm-l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LIME HO POSITION POSITIOH IDENTIFI.CATION
1 1954 15813 1954,15813 12202-01101 626 R44
2 1954 40584 H20
3 1954 53139 1954.53116 12202-01101 626 R43
4 1954 99593 H20
5 1955 24851 H20
6 1955 53522 1955,53521 11102-00001 626 R28
7 1955 73435 H20
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_ Line Positions and Identifications (1956-195_ cm"I)
i_ OBSERVEr> CAI..CULATE[_
!_ LINE NO POSITION POSITION ID_'HTIF ICAT IOH
_t." 1 1956 23324 H20
2 1956 31979 1956,31939 12202-01101 6_-"_6 R45
3 1956 62?'08 1956,6245#., 21102-10001 626 R6
-_I 4 1957 02891 H20
=] 5 1957 15376 1957,15376 11102-00001 6,RS R30
6 1957 50658 1957',50653 12202-01101 62_, R48
:_ 7 1957 65535 H20
..!: 8 1957 69640 1957,6995 '_.. 20[,02-011 01 e,-c,""_" P55
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144 ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY 1
TABLE A65 I
Line Positions and Identifications (1958-1960 cm"l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICRTION
I 1958 11665 1958,11660 12202-01101 626 R47
2 1958 17870 1958,17971 21102-10001 626 R8
3 1958 77533 1958,77535 11102-00001 62_ R32
4 1959 18517 1959,18518 12202-01101 626 R50
5 1959 48226 1959,48055 20002-01101 626 P53
6 1959 63';04 H20
1959,62828 20002-01101 636 P45
7 1959 , 73493 1959,73340 21102-10001 626 RIO
8 1959.92261 1959.92265 12202-01101 626 R49
_._,,, ....................................................... ,.. ............................
O0000002-TSD07
r 1
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Line Positions and Identifications (1960-1962 cm"I)
OBSERVED CQLCULQTED
LINE NO POSITION POSITIOH IDEHTIFICQTION
1 1960 39988 1960,39988 11102-00001 626 R34
2 1960 86646 1960,866_6 12202-01101 62_ R52
3 1961 18151 H20
4 1961 25264 1961,25393 20002-01101 626 P51
5 1961 35161 1961,35129 20002-01101 636 P43
6 1961 73?29 1961,73738 12202-01101 62_ R51
? 1961 92989 H20
00000002-TSD09
I II I I I
1
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--; 148 (Jl(l(.,ll',i_;_LPi_(_l", I_l
' OF POOR QIJALI'rY
.,; TABLE A67
Line Positions and Identifications (1962-1964 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
_. LItlE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
_' I 1962 02720 1962 02721 11102-00U01 6.96 R36m_" , ,
2 1962,55031 1962 ,55046 12_.02-01101 62.6 R543 1963,01997 1963,01966 20002-01101 626 P49
4 1963,06719 1963,06656 _0002-01101 636 P41
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150 ORIGINAL PAGE i_
OF POOR QUALrFlf
TABLE A68
Line Positions and Identifications (1964-1966 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE HO POSITION POSITIOH IDENTIFICATION
I 1964,23636 1964,23669 12202-01101 626 R56
2 1964,77736 1964,77770 20002-01101 626 P47
1964,77412 20002-01101 636 P39
3 1965,14260 ?
4 1965,28971 1965,28975 11102-00001 626 R40
5 1965.391B7 1965,39225 12202-01101 626 R55
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OF POOR QUALITYTABLE A69
Line P_._;iti_)n._ and Identiflcations (1966-196_ cm"I)
OBSERVED (_ALCULATED
LII4E NO PO,_ITIOH PosI'rlON IDEHTIF ICAT IOH
- 1 1966 26 094 H20
2 1966 4?'335 1966,47398 20002-01101 b3_, P37
_- 3 1966 52_'95 1966,52798 20002-01101 626 F'45
4 1966 92467 1966,92467 11102-00001 626 R42
5 1967' 2340_ 1967,2320:3 12202-01101 626 R57
6 1967 44187 H20
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F_ A69 OF POOR QUALI'r_'
9.857 Tort 38/_ n,eters
OtclG_N_LPAGEIS i
154 OF POORQUALITY '
TABLEA70
Line Positions and Identifications (1968-1970 cm"l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1968.16897 1968,16620 20002-01101 636 P35
H20
2 1968.27031 1968,27047 20002-01191 626 P43
3 1968 41517 ?
4 1968 56184 1968.56183 11102-00001 626 R44
5 1969 08123 1969.07979 12202-01101 626 R59
6 1969 30720 1969,30729 12202-01101 626 R62
? 1969 54201 ?
8 1969 85129 1969.85079 20002-01101 656 P33
. .......... " '................ uuuuuuu," -,-,,--,-,-....,,,-,.,-,. -,_-rc=n:
155
FRAMEA70 ORK;_,_" i.,,,,._, ii'-_
9.857 Torr 384 meters ._,pOOR QUALl'l_1_
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: Line Positions and Identifications (1970-1972 cm"I)
L--
OBSERVEr) CALCULATE[:,
_, LINE HO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
-,I 1 1970,00486 1970,00510 2001)2-0110t 626 P41
2 1970 201 09 1970,20107 11102-00001 626 R46
_: 3 1970 67926 ?
-_; 4 1970 93426 1970,93529 12202-01101 626 R61
5 1970 99938 1971,00072 12202-01101 626 R64
:"_ 6 1971 52765 1971,52780 20002-01101 636 P31
: 7 1971 73133 197I ,73182 20002-01101 626 P39
8 1971 84225 1971,84223 11102-00001 626 R48
O0000002-TSE05
IB7
MRAMI,:A?I ORIGINAL PAGE IS
........... OF POOR QUALITY
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1
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Lille Positions and Identifications (1972-1974 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1972 69925 1972,69538 12202-01101 626 R66
2 1972 79906 1972,79532 122_02-0110t 626 R63
,3 1973 01139 "_
4 1973 19725 1973,19726 20002-01101 636 P29
5 197,3 45047 1973,45059 20002-01101 626 P37
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LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1974 20423 ?
2 1974 67049 1974,66862 12202-01101 626 R65
3 1974 65907 1974,65922 20002-01101 636 P27
4 1975 12968 1975,12966 11102-00001 6_ R52
5 1975 16235 1975,16136 20002-01101 626 P35
6 1975 41418 ?
O0000002-TSE09
161
FILA_ A73 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
9.857 Tort 384 meters OF POOR QUALITY
I I II I
l
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162 ORIGINAL PAGE IS tOF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A74
Line Positions and Identifications (1976-1978 cm"l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATION i
I 1976,19814 H20 ,_
2 1976,51399 1976,51371 20002-01101 636 P25
3 1976.64297 ?
4 1976.77559 1976,77559 11102-00001 626 R54
5 1976,86387 1976.86408 20002-01101 626 P33
6 1977,62897 H20
7 1977,88215 1977,88210 21102-02201 _,_o P33
............ • : JJ
O0000002-TS E11
C,R;_',_',._L_',.:_',t'; _"; 163
FRAMEA74 OF POOR Q_JA/.I'r¢
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Line Positions and Identifications (1978-.1980cm"l)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITIOH IDENTIFICATION
1 197B 16059 1979,16079 20002-01101 636 P23
2 1978 42282 1978.42275 11102-00001 626 R56
3 1978 55824 1978,55872 20002-01101 626 P31
4 1978 72959 1978,72955 11101-00001 636 P74
5 1979 14574 '?
6 1979 32026 1979,32036 21102-02201 626 P30
7 1979 49699 49?9,49932 21102-02201 626 P31






Llne P_:m'It;ton_ and ]dentlftcattons (19_12-19_2 cm"1)
OB=SERVED .,HLL,ULATE[
LIHE HQ POSITION POSITIOH ZDEHT I F I£:I_T IOH
_.-00001 e,,=o RS,.AI 1980 0?093 196(;*07 "_'" "'-_"
2. 1980 _4518 1980 245_2 2000;_,-01101 _.,,.6 P29
" 3 1980 30525 19_0,30733 11101-00001 ._,36 P?2
,_ 19 _ L"I42403 ?
5 1980 522'?_ ?
6 1980 76200 H20
O_r., 211 02-0_.201 6:.?.6 P287 1981 0?045 1981,07 '_"
8 1981 11898 1981,11953 211s:)2-02201 626 P29
• 9 1981 33011 H20
10 1981 43347 1981,43289 20002-01101 636 P19
11 1981 72001 1981,?'200,.I, 11102-00001 626 P.60
! 1;' 1981 88689 1981 ,88638 11101-00001 636 PTO
S IDELOE,'E
13 1981,92383 1981,92354 _0002-011 0'1 626, P27
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Line Positions and Identifications (1982-1984 cm-I)
OBSERVED C_LCUL_TED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICRTION
I 1982,70759 H20
2 1982,73877 1982,73938 21102-02201 626 P27
3 1982.80613 1982.80837 21102-02201 626 P26
4 1983.05866 1983,05901 20002-01101 636 P17
H20
5 1983,36980 1983,36979 11102-00001 626 R62
6 1983,46665 1983.46655 11101-00001 636 P68





FRAMEA77 ORIGINAL PAGE iS
9.857 Torr 384 meters OF POOR QUALITY
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Line Positions and Identifications (1984-1986 cm"l)
j OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITIOH IDEHTIFICATIOH
I 1984 17116 1984,17'077 11101-00001 638 P29
2 1984 35670 1984,35635 21102-02201 _,,-.b"-_" P25
3 1984 67489 1984,67591 20002-01101 636 P15
4 1984 77406 ?
5 1985 01974 1985 02001 11102-00001 6=¢, R64
6 1985 05014 1985,04768 11101-00001 636 F'66
., SIDELOBE
_ 7 1985,25545 1985,25552 20002-01101 626 P23
1985,63073 11101-00001 638 P27e 1985.63259
i 9 1985,71276 ?
10 1985.96556 1985,96878 21102-02201 _,_-6"" P23
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1l? ORiGiNAL PAG'_ !3
OF POORQUALIrY
TABLE A79
Line Positions and Identifications (1986-1988 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1986,24567 1986,24522 21102-02281 62E, P22
2 1986,28769 1986,28666 20002-01101 63c, PI3
3 1986,35940 198&,36119 11101-00001 63 ,'._ P26
4 1986.47620 ')
5 1986 62948 1986,62963 11101-00001 636 P64
6 1986 67036 1986,67052 11102-00001 626 R66
7 1986 90907 1986,90908 20002-01101 E,26 P21
8 1987 08796 1987,09197 11101-00001 6:._8 P25
9 1987 15324 H20
I0 1987 33992 H20
11 1987,57111 1987,57581 21102-02201 626 P21
12 1987,82453 1987,82307 11101-00001 638 P24
13 1987,89031 1987,89031 20002-01101 636 Fll
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Line Positions and Identl?ications (IgBB-Ig90 ¢m-I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1988,21302 1988,21226 11101-00001 636 P62
2 1988,32307 1988,32110 11102-00001 626 R68
3 1988,39551 H20
4 1988,55385 1988,55433 20002-01101 626 P19
1988.55449 11101-00001 638 P23
5 1989 17701 1989,17743 21102-02291 626 P19
6 1989 28460 1989,28624 11101-00001 638 P22
7 1989 48717 1989.48691 20002-01101 636 P9
8 1989 53321 ?
9 1989 62817 1989.62812 21102-02241 626 P18
1 0 1989 79542 1989,7954:3 1 1 1 01-00001 636 P60
11 1989 97177 1989.97155 11102-00001 626 RTO
O0000002-TSF09
ORIGINAL PACE i._ 175
FRAMEASO OF POOR QUAliTY
9.857 Tort 384 meters
Ill I I I III I I
I I
o l l I t' i ' i t I t t t t-
1988 1989 1_13
WAVER [ C,M-1 ]
O0000002-TSFIO
r _yp
i ORIGINAL PAGE IS
176
i OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A8I
Line Positions and Identifications (1990-1992 cm-I)
t OBSERVED CALCULATEDLINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1990,01975 1990,01830 11101-00001 638 P21
SIDELOBE
2 1990,19142 1990,19121 20002-01101 62"6 P17
3 1990,75207 1990 75068 11101-00001 638 P20
4 1990,77469 1990 77447 21102-02261 626 P17
5 1991 ,07500 1991 07654 20002-01101 636 P7
f 6 1991,30149 1991 30071 21102-02201 626 P16
7 1991,37911 1991 37902 11101-00001 636 P58
_ 8 1991,48324 1991 48339 11101-00001 6..':',8 P199 ,51771 ?
10 1991,62193 1991,62166 11102-00001 626 R72
11 1991 , 88619 H20
1991 ,81970 20002-01101 "_"_.-"_ P15
ill ii ....... • r ......
O0000002-TS F11
_': ]77ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_'R_I,: A_I OF POOR QUALITY
_)._57 Tort _ meters
I I II I II II I I
1 10







Line Positions and Identifications (1992-1994 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATION
1 1992,21659 1992,21641 11101-00001 638 P18
2 1992,38794 H_O
1992,36856 21102-02201 626 P15
3 1992,65044 H20
1992,65925 20002-01101 636 P5
4 1992,96269 1992,96290 11101-00001 636 P56
1992,96249 2111.'12-02201 626 P14
1992,94976 11101-00001 6.18 P17
5 1993,25798 H20
1993,27122 11102-00001 626 R?4
6 1993,43976 1993,43977 20002-01101 626 P13
7 1993,68288 1993,6e342 11101-00001 638 P16
8 1993,96592 1993,96221 21102-02201 626, P13
O0000002-TSF13
ORIGH'IAI. P,'_":7 lJ' 179
I,_RAM],:A,q;' OF pOOH _iI,,LII'Y














,: OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE A83
Line Pc_iLi_]nf; and Identifications (1994-1996 cm"I)
i'
i OBSERVED CRLCUL_TEC,,
'_..... LINE HO PO_3IT ION POSITION IDF.HTIF IC:QTIOH
I 199,4 41741 1994 41741 11101-00001 6,._'_ 15
:w 2 1994 54696 1994,54696 11101-00001 636 F'54
,.'3 1994 61531 1994 61541 21102-022_1 626 F'12
: 4 1994 73627 1994,73945 20002-01101 6 "_"._.6 ,334
_ 1994 82929 '?
; 6 1994 91835 1994 92000 11102-00001 ""_"_, e, R76
__ 7 1994 94584 1994 94769 20002-01101 636 o;432
8 1995 051 09 1995 05138 20002-01101 626 F'11
9 1995 14429 1995 14338 20002-01101 636 t:t30
10 1995 32596 1995 32655 20002-01101 636 C_28
11 1995 49868 1995 49722 20002-01101 636 Q26
12 1995o55573 1995 55873 21102-0220'1 626 Pll
13 1995,65449 1995 65540 20002-01101 636 024
14 1995,80341 1995 80111 20002-01101 636 1322











1_2 ORIGINAL PAGE IC,
OF pOOR QUALITY
T_RI.[ All4
I in_, Pn_it.i_ms and Ident.iFications (19!)6-19gLI cm"I)
OB_,ERVE[',, CALCULQTF, O
LINE NG POSITION PDSITIOH IDENTIFICAIION
1 1996, 05564 1996,05519 20002-01101 b:3c; Q18
2. 1996,13130 1996, 13109 11101-0L_001 636 P52
3 1996, 16521 1996, 16359 20002-01101 63.6 @16
S I bELOBE
4 1996,25550 1996 25957 20002-01101 6:36 L:_14
1996 26196 2111) ''_.-_,_._-A__''01 6,,26 P1 0
5 1996,29702 1996 29?06 21102-10002 636 P34
6 1996,34154 1996 34314 20002-01101 636 Q12
7 1996,41355 1996 41431 20002-01101 636 QlO
8 1996,47331 1996 47310 20002-01101 63E, Q8
9 1996,52021 1996 51951 20002-01101 6,36 Q6
10 1996,56713 1996 55353 20002-01101 636 Q4
1996 56779 11102-00001 _'_
11 1996,65421 1996 65451 20002-01101 6;_6 P9
12 1997,71518 _997' 71519 11101-00001 636 P50
_ 13 1997,97336 1997' 97262 21102-I0002 636 P3_F
00000002-TSG03
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
t,'l_A_,ll,':_':._ OF POOR QUALITY'










_|-If OF POOR QUALITY
i .TA!3!.._[ A_I]5
Line Positions and Identifications (]99_]-2000 cm-1)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATION
1 1'_98 21472 1998,21437 11102-00001 62.6 R80
2 1_98 24916 1998,24915 20002-01101 6'26 P7
1998 720,._4 ?
4 1998 92:._98 H20
5 1999 29918 1999,29916 11101-00001 636 P48
6 1999 64263 1999,64238 211132-10002 6_6 P30
7 1999 83515 1999,83532 20002-01101 626 P5





ORIGINAL PAGE Ig 185
FRAME A_5 OF POOR QUALITY
0.8_7 Tort 3_4 meter_









Line Positions and Identifications (2000-2002 cnl"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSI rlON POSITION IDENTIFICATIOI.I
1 2000,B8292 2000 BB291 11101-00001 6_6 P4_
2 2000,99255 2000 99213 20002'_01101 626 Q40
3 2001,01819 2001 02000 21102-10002 6,;2,_, P66
4 2001 ,25847 2001 25843 20002-01101 6'26 _38
5 2001 ,30544 2001 30559 21102-10002 _,36 P2B
6 2001 ,412B9 2001 41274 20002-01101 626 P3
? 2001 ,50960 2001 51142 20002-01101 626 Q36
B 2001 ?'5146 2001 7510,."3 2000"_-01101 e=._, Q34
9 2001,97747 2001 977'38 20002-01101 626 _,32 J
00000002-TSG07
I,IHIGINAL PA_.c- lg 1_7
A,_u OF POOR QUALITY
').:_97 'l'ol'r _:_,_metort_
i
tl tl II I I
I





Line Positions and Identifications (2002-2004 cm"I)
OBSERVE[> CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIF'IC_T ION
1 2002,19063 2002,19028 20002-01101 626 Q30
2 2002,38958 2002,3@976 20002-01101 62£, 028
3 2002,46630 2002,46636 11101-00001 636 P44
4 -_002,57607 2002,57577 20002-01101 626 Q26
5 2002,63931 2002,63914 2l ; 02-1 0002 626 1='64
6 2002,74817 2002,74829 20002-01101 626 Q24
7 2002,90696 2002,90730 20002-01101 626 Q22
8 2002,97001 2002,96187 21102-10002 636 P26
?
9 2003 05266 2003 05278 20002-01101 626 020
I0 2003 18515 2003 18471 20002-01101 626 Q18
11 2003 30301 2003 30309 20002-01101 626 Q16
12 2003 40804 2003 413792 20002-011 01 626 014
13 2003 49922 2003 49921 20002-01101 626 012
14 2003 57658 2003 57695 20002-01101 626 Q10
15 2003 641357 2003 64116 20002-01101 626 QS
16 2003 69273 2003 69184 20002-011 01 626 06
17 2003 72933 2003 72899 20002-01101 626 0.4
18 2003 75241 2003 75264 20002-01101 626 0,2
19 2003 82972 ?
00000002-TSG09
189
T_I_MEA_7 ORIGINAL PAGE 15
....... O1: POOR QUALITY
II II I Ill I IIIIIIIII
1 1(3
I I I I I Ill I I I I illlll





_' OF POOR QUALITY
._;"
._ TABLE AS_
-¢ Line PQsiti()ns and Identifications (2004-2006 cm"I)
' OBSERVED CALCIJLBTEI:,,
LIME NO POSITION POSITION IDEHTIFICATION
1 2004 04943 2004,0494;--'. 11101-00001 636 P42
2 2004 261 0? 2004,2595? 21102-10002 626 F'62
:3 2004 61174 2004,61120 21102-10002 _.,_ P24
4 2004 821 I@ 200,4,81988 12201-01101 63_, P60
5 2004 90589 2004,90626 11101-00001 62_ P63
6 2U08 24"?69 ?
. "? 200,5 516@1 '?
8 2005 5"?536 2005,57552 11101-00001 _,28 F'629 200,5 6_249 2005,63203 11101-00001 636 P40
"_ H_,Oi




I,'llAMI,:A_,'_ ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
I I ! II I III I
i I0










Line l_or,l t:lon_ and Id(_rltlflcatlon,; (2006-201]_ cm-1)
ODS;ERVED C_iLCULA F/I:,
t,IHEi Ho] POSI TIOI_ POSITION IPKIII'IF,ICAT I011
I 2006,249_74 2006,, 2460_, 111U1,-UOt_o01_,2_-_ P61
2006 _5395 2110_o10oo_ _,_; P_',;_
2 _00_,,356_9 2006, 3_,03 lZ201'--OI1U1 _..,':_#,, P61
3 2006 37489 _006 37671 12201,-01101 6:,_6 PS:._
4 _006, 86723 _00_, 86635 _,_0002,-01101 626 F,_
5 2006 9187,5 _006 91788 11101--00001 61;!8 F:'60,0
6 _007 21410 _007 2141:_ 11101_00001 (1,36 P3_:14
7 -mOO7 50425 2007 _0429 21102-10002 626 P58
8 _007 590g0 200'7 59099 11101'-00001 6,21i! P59
9 ROOT 69993 H20
10 2007 76774 2007,7705,_ 12201-01101 636 P59
11 2007 89027 2007,89086 _i'1102_10002 636 P20
12 200? 93309 _t007,93495 12201.-0110f 636 P56
:;-_ ........................................... "...... ............. ' ............. --'-- ........... I II ........... ........ " ..... '...... III ........... II ...........
00000002-TSG13
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 193
.!,,]jAM],:_,_:,-_ OF POOR QUALITY'
I II II I II I I It
1 1(3
I il II It








Line Positions and Identifications (2008-2010 cm"I)
OBSERVED CALCULATED
LINE NO POSITION POSITION IDENTIFICATIOH
I 2008 07886 H20?
2 2008 26465 2008,26538 11101-00001 628 P58
3 2008 35784 ?
4 2008 40385 2008.40509 20002-01101 626 R5
5 2008 79565 2008,79564 11101-00001 636 P36
6 2008 94110 2008,94107' 11101-00001 628 P57
? 2009.12863 2009.12858 21102-10002 626 P56
8 2009,19081 2009, 19036 t2201-01101 636 P57
9 2009,33347 H20
10 2009,49558 2009,49451 12201-01101 636 P54
11 2009,52326 2009,52305 21102-10002 636 P18
12 2009,61823 2009.61803 11101-00001 628 P56
13 2009.93391 2009,93516 20002-01101 626 R7
00000003-TSA02
ORIQINAI, PAQ_ I_ 198
FIu_,: Ago OF POo,r_ QUALITY
9.857 Torr 384 meters
I III I I II I Ill I|
I III I II III I
I
20(0 20.1.0
W^_ COVl-.t.)
00000003-TSA03
